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Though written primarily for students of English as a Second Language, The Ins and Outs of Prepositions is also useful in remedial English courses on high school and college freshman levels. Unlike most languages - which usually have only a few prepositions to serve many different communication needs- English has dozen of them and almost none follows any clear, consistent set of rules. This book offers practical guidelines for correct usage, and provides hundreds of examples that incorporate all of the prepositions into familiar contexts. A total of 61 prepositions are examined.

Prepositions pose more problems for the non-native speaker or learner of English than any other part of speech. Why? Prepositions are just little words that never change in form; they are pronounced softly, in unstressed syllables; they aren't even given capital letters in book titles; native speakers choose the correct ones without thinking. How can they be confusing?      
        
The word "preposition" has a straightforward definition: a word placed before a noun or pronoun to define its relationship with another word in the sentence. For the learner of English, however, prepositions are anything but straightforward.     
        
    -Prepositions are difficult, if not impossible, to define without using other prepositions.
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Oxford Textbook of Palliative Care for ChildrenOxford University Press, 2006
"This book will be the gold standard for paediatric pallative care and deserves a place in every department of paediatrics and hospices that care for children." --IAHPC
     
This book is the first authoritative, systematic and comprehensive text to define the increasingly important and evolving specialty of paediatric...
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Sparse Image and Signal Processing: Wavelets, Curvelets, Morphological DiversityCambridge University Press, 2010

	This book presents the state of the art in sparse and multiscale image and signal processing, covering linear multiscale transforms, such as wavelet, ridgelet, or curvelet transforms, and non-linear multiscale transforms based on the median and mathematical morphology operators. Recent concepts of sparsity and morphological diversity are...
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CCNA Voice Study Guide: Exam 640-460Sybex, 2010

	The ultimate guide to the new CCNA voice network administrator certification exam


	The new CCNA Voice exam tests candidates on their ability to implement a Cisco VoIP solution. Network administrators of voice systems will appreciate that the CCNA Voice Study Guide focuses completely on the information required by the...
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Building a TypePad Blog People Want to ReadPeachpit Press, 2010

	Today, it seems everyone—from multinational corporations to your kid’s second-grade teacher—has a blog. They all have one, in part, because they have information they want to share with others—from customers and clients to neighbors and parents. But to actually build a good blog—to create a blog people want to...
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Analytical Method Validation and Instrument Performance VerificationJohn Wiley & Sons, 2004
Teaches proper procedures for using tools and analytical     methods in a regulated lab setting
    All regulated laboratories, including pharmaceutical, clinical testing, and food and cosmetics testing laboratories, must properly execute the calibration     of instruments and validation of analytical methods. Following correct     procedures...
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JavaScript: The Missing ManualPogue Press, 2008

	
		Not too long ago, the Web was a pretty boring place. Constructed from plain old
		HTML, Web pages displayed information and not much else. Folks would click a
		link and then wait for a new Web page to load—and that was about as interactive
		as it got.

	
		These days, most Web sites are almost as responsive as the...
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